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Propaganda doesn't get much more toxic than this.  It is oozing with self righteous resentment and religious 
certainty with paranoid fear and loathing.  This is scary because there is no room left for compromise or 
compassion.  

Dale

-------Original Message-------
 
 

  URGENT
Call to Christians for prayer!

 
Beginning March 26th, 2012, (yesterday) the U.S. Supreme Court will begin hearing the 

constitutionality case for "obamacare."

This court (stacked in Obama's favor) will do one of two things:
 

1. Rule this socialist bill unconstitutional and eliminate it,
 

OR
 

2. Uphold the bill, essentially making the U.S. Constitution null and void.

Thus beginning the process of stripping all Americans of our rights, freedoms and liberties, 

including
our freedom of religious choice .

Upholding the Healthcare and Affordability Act would make only their opinion about the Constitutionality of the 
bill null and void. To declare the Constitution null and void is beyond their pay grade.  The slippery slope 
argument could be put to better use arguing against our police/surveillance state. Liberty isn't about denying 
medical coverage to the poor and dependent, and it includes tolerance and  citizenship.

 

PLEASE JOIN IN PRAYER AND FASTING
 

for God's intervention in preserving our Christian liberties and American freedoms!

Mr. Obama has told the world the USA is no longer a Christian Nation. If upheld, this dangerous 

bill

will make that declaration the LAW of this land, imposing socialism, and preference to Islam in 

the USA .

 The whole point of separation of Church and State is so that no one religion dominates the state and country. 
Christians may be slowly loosing their grip on their dominant position in this country, but they have only their 
own bad example to fear when all religions are treated equal in the eyes of the law. The only liberty lost will be 
the kind that inflicts pain and suffering on others. That is not liberty, that is license.
 

We can no longer afford to be complacent and sit idly 
by while we are destroyed.

Destroyed? This guy is really pulling out all the stops. The boogie man of socialism and islam is coming to get 
you.  Boo!
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Please STAND FOR GOD and continue to pray throughout this  process.

2 Chronicles 7:14
 

please forward to every Christian you know
 

IN GOD WE TRUST!
(or do we? It's time to decide once and for all!)

Destroyed?  Good vs Evil!  Once and for all! This is a very histrionic call for action to defend a way of life,  
over a health care funding bill!
I'm not happy with the mandate either, but making a crusade of it is way over the top.  It is also making the 
partisan divide into a culture war that risks a kind of civil war where there is no common ground and no chance 
for negotiation.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CC8QFjAA&url=http://bible.cc/2_chronicles/7-14.htm&ei=lItkT6OQCqWAsgLatPW2Dw&usg=AFQjCNEwctvYtrmXX-IAYhF7B2bFG7yVVA

